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D.A.R.T. TIPS #7

MOTO TRAINING

NO FEAR RUTS!
BY BILL DRAGOO & PHOTOS BY SUSAN DRAGOO

Make the rut your road.

WE FEAR RUTS BECAUSE THEY CAN
FORCE OUR PATH OF TRAVEL

C

harley slips the big oil head GS through the woods
like a wraith in a windstorm. His aim is to improve
his pace on turns and in the rough. He’s doing
great when a nice rise tempts his better judgment.
As his wheels lift, his eyes land on a series of ruts. Dreaded,
dastardly ruts. From this altitude and already poised for touchdown, there is little he can do but hang on and hope for the
best…a fleeting thought. His front wheel grabs the edge of
a deep slit in the dried mud and the bike careens off the trail
into a pile of brush. Embarrassed but okay, Charley collects his
composure and his machine, resuming the chase.
Ruts can wreak havoc among big bike riders, especially when
bikes are heavily loaded. It’s been said ruts are just graves with
the ends kicked out. We avoid them, only to slip off the edge;
we try to escape them, only to become cross rutted; or we get
tripped up when we lose our balance trying to walk the tightrope
between them. On occasion we even fall into the same trap as
Charley and land among them from a blind jump or turn.
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DON’T OVER-RIDE YOUR ABILITY TO SEE AHEAD

Big bikes have a lot of kinetic energy. Sudden turns, stops,
rocks, and deep holes are a greater challenge because it is
more difficult to change direction and velocity. If the road
shows signs of deep mud ruts, sand, large embedded rocks,
etc., assume the part you can’t see might possess those hazards as well, and ride accordingly.

MAKE THE RUT YOUR ROAD

A good rule of thumb for dealing with ruts is to “make
the rut your road.” We fear ruts because they can force our
path of travel. Once in a rut, we have little wiggle room to
maintain our balance. Sometimes they turn deep, rocky or
are loaded with bottomless mud. By making the rut our
road, we choose our path and the rest becomes easy…well, usually.

ASSESS YOUR PATH OF TRAVEL

Before entering a rut, take note of its trajectory and condition. There may be several choices but once in, it may be
harder to switch ruts or exit. Is there a flat, non-slippery
path between them? If so, this may be the best solution.
Many times, however, the path between ruts is narrow,
sloped, slippery, or all of the above. Trying to ride this

in the opposite direction and simply steer back to center.
Maintain momentum. Don’t get caught in the trap of
stopping, resetting, then starting again. The bike can become mired and getting unstuck can be an energy sapper.
Finish the job. Dab if you must but make it count, then get
back on the foot pegs if at all possible. As soon as your feet
come off the pegs, that weight is removed from the tires.
Traction and control are reduced.

WATCH YOUR FEET

Feet and lower legs are vulnerable to hard luggage when
dabbing. Even soft bags can trap a leg if you allow your
feet to trail beneath them. Panniers are much closer to the
ground when riding in ruts, reducing the safe zone for legs
to move rearward. The plus side here is that it is easy to
reach the ground if necessary.

PLAN YOUR EXIT

During your assessment you should consider the exit. Perhaps there is a root, rock, or depression in the rut that will
provide a chute or ramp. Plan
ahead and hit it with a small
amount of momentum, reducing power by slipping the
clutch as your rear tire heads
up the ramp. Spinning will
likely kick the bike sideways
and can end badly.

Eyes forward. Beware of panniers when
dabbing as feet can be trapped.

DO THE SLALOM

Some ruts are deep and wide.
These are the most fun. Try
weaving from side to side like
a skateboarder in a half-pipe,
coming closer to the edge
each time. Eventually you
can use this swooping motion to launch out of the rut,
possibly before coming to
an un-rideable section. This
can be done on ascending,
descending or level ruts with
equal success.

fine line can lead to the bike slipping
off into the rut and, in some cases,
the front wheel may select a different
rut than the rear, causing the dreaded
cross-rut scenario mentioned above.
At speed this can lead to a nasty
high-side get-off. By assessing the
rut beforehand, we can see if it gets
too deep or takes us in a direction we
would rather avoid.

VISUALIZE SUCCESS

Looking down can lead
to loss of control.

Once the assessment is made, choose
the least of the evils and commit.
Visualize success! Eyes first. Briefly
inspect the entrance, then shift your
eyes to the end just before you engage the rut. It is much easier
to stay balanced if we keep the long view on our path of travel.
It is best if we can stay on the foot pegs and steer to the deepest point in the rut. This will reduce the unsettling feeling of
having the bike slip beneath us. If you tag the edge, don’t let
that upset you or trick you into dabbing just yet. Most times the
rut can be tapped with the front tire as we weight the foot peg

PRACTICE WHEN THE OPPORTUNITY PRESENTS ITSELF

We tend to avoid ruts like the
plague but when time allows
and it’s safe, choose to ride in
the deepest ruts you can find
(within reason, of course). What was once a thing to avoid
will become a challenge you will enjoy conquering.
Bill Dragoo is a BMW Motorrad-certified off-road instructor and operates DART, based in Norman, Oklahoma. All brands are welcome.
Billdragoo.com
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